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In Love With Love

Words by ANNE CALDWELL
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Duet (Rougette and Prince Silvio)

Moderato

VOICE

Seems to me the world was never

Piano

brighter the blossoms whiter the sky so blue

This is the adventure of a lifetime Is it because I'm with

(HE)

you? I used to fancy that romance was just a

piu legato
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by-word; Whose meaning would not be defined, Until I saw your darling face I'll give you my word, to girl-ish beauty I was blind. One look at you, dear, changed my mind.

Burthen (TOGETHER)

Ever since I first met you, I've been in love with Love.
All my dreams are coming true, for I'm in love with love.

In my heart a song of spring-time all day long I can hear.

While beneath the cherry blossoms softly falling, romance is calling, dear, every street is Lovers Lane since
I'm in love with love——
Life's a joy I can't explain, since

I'm in love with love——
In the skies the stars are wise they

know while shining above
That love means you and I'm in love with

poco rall

Love.

Love.
Love And The Moon

Words by
BOOTH TARKINGTON

Music by
JEROME KERN

Burthen
Langurously in fairly strict time

Love and the moon are trait-ors, they say,

But the

heart of a friend nev-er quite goes a-way;

Ah, Yes, Love and the moon 'both